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A fantasy action role-playing game developed by Cygames, the
creators of the Dragon Quest series and the Ace Attorney series. •
Character Class and Online Play available You can freely alter the

appearance of your character, control the class of your character, and
add the abilities and stats of other characters. The combat system has

been improved, allowing for more fluid combat as you adventure
throughout the vast world with friends or strangers. With the Online
Play system, you can launch battles with other players at any time,
and you can freely talk to each other while preparing your party. •

Visit the Forums The forums have been opened. You can talk to other
players to create synergy between your characters. The prizes that

you can win include powerful items and rare in-game items. The game
development team welcomes all feedback to improve the game for all
players. ABOUT CYGNUS GAME: Cygames is a Japanese video game

developer, publisher, and distributor based in Tokyo, Japan, founded in
January 2003. Since its launch, the company has cultivated a robust

and independent development studio. It has released several
successful games, such as Dragon Quest IX, Ace Attorney, Professor

Layton vs. Phoenix Wright, The Last of Us, and Shadow of the
Colossus. MORE INFORMATION: www.cygames.co.jp ABOUT ELDEN

RING MEDIA INC.: ■About ELDEN RING Game ELDEN RING Game is a
free-to-play fantasy action role-playing game created by Cygames,
Inc., the creators of the Dragon Quest series and the Ace Attorney

series. The game centers on the battle between two opposing factions,
Elden Ring and the Terror Lord of Phares, and the journey of a young

savior called Tarnished. In the game, you will have the ability to
change the appearance and class of your character. You can also send
out your friends or go on a journey alone. You can even use the ASR
mode to play online with other players. The unique online element

allows you to feel the presence of other players and travel together. In
this way, you will feel the joy of living alongside countless others.

■About Cygames Cygames, Inc. is a Japanese video game developer,
publisher, and distributor based in Tokyo, Japan. Founded in January

2003, the company has cultivated a robust and independent
development studio. They have released several successful games,

such as Dragon Quest IX, Ace Attorney
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Features Key:
Enhanced controls

A change of visual style
The player’s presence now becomes more tangible

An enhanced online system

Map screen

In the previous FINAL FANTASY® XIV: A Realm Reborn public beta test, the
map screen was displayed in the traditional map format, making it difficult to
identify your current location or orientation.

In the new FINAL FANTASY® XIV: A Realm Reborn beta test, the map screen
uses a new interface that is different from the previous beta test. The outer
white border has been eliminated, providing the information on the current
location more clearly and dynamically.

In addition, the map screen can be scrolled on the right side, and the current
map, a marker, and landmark information is displayed.

To the right of the map, a drag-and-drop-friendly layout panel has also been
added. This panel lets you arrange the various elements of the layout in a
flexible manner.

Orientation and location on the map screen

Orientation and location has been adjusted in order to improve usability.

Orientation is displayed to the left or right side of the map.

When you place an object with the drag-and-drop-friendly layout panel onto
the orientation of your choice, that object is automatically placed in the
correct location.

Location is displayed on top of the map.

When the character’s current location is within a city or town, local data and
markers are displayed in order to improve player’s ability to quickly and
intuitively find where they need to go.

Character information on the map screen

When the character’s current location is outside of a city or town, the
character name and current information is displayed in order to allow you to
know whether or not you’re close to the character.

Equipment information on the map screen

The character’s equipment is now displayed automatically in the right panel of
the map screen when you equip it.
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